(') Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. [July Theorem 1.3. Suppose that x>0 and that either v> -1 or v is an integer. Then iff(t) belongs to zAv and is of bounded variation in some neighborhood of x, we have that 1 r~*x (1.8) s,ix) = -{/(x+) +/(x-)} -x lim I rj,ixr)dr 2 iv=»,o=o J i
We propose in this paper to show that these three theorems remain true when the class zAv is replaced by the larger class zA* of functions ft) such that t"fit) is in 7(0, a) for each positive a and the limits (1.3) and (1.4) exist, or by the class *BV of functions fit) such that £"/(/) is in 7(0, a) for each positive a and the limits (1.9) r t-ij(t)jv+i(t)dt,
exist when a > 0. We first show in §2 that zA* = <BV. In §3 we show that our results are best possible in the sense that if /(/) is not in iS,, then the coefficients anv defined by equation (1.2) will not all exist, so that if the question of convergence of the series (1.1) is to be meaningful, fit) must be in <BV. In § §4 and 5 we prove the indicated generalizations of Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3. In §6 we show that the present theory is an actual extension of that in [3] by exhibiting a function ft) in zA* which is not in zA,.
2. The proof that the classes zAf and <B, axe identical. Let the functions Pit, v) and Qit, v) be defined by the equations
where ô, = 1^/2-^/4. Then it is known [2, p. 199 ] that P(t, v) and Q(t, v) admit the following asymptotic expansions: hit)=t-i'2ft) cos (i-ö,), git)=Pit, v+l), and t~lQit, v), and *(/) = rs'2/(¿) sin (¿-5"), git)=tQ(t, v+l), and P(t, v), we infer that the limits (1.9) and (1.10) exist and hence that zA*GBr. The fact that the inequality (2.3) holds with these choices of g(t) follows from Lemma 2.1.
To prove the opposite inclusion we solve equation (2.1) and
and find that cos it -5.) = Wt)P,it) + J"+iit)Qvit),
in which ,
If /(/) is in <B" we see from Lemma 2.2 that/(¿) will be in zA* provided the [July functions t~ll2Q,it), i1/2E"(7), tr^R^t) and tr*l*S,if) satisfy the inequality (2.3). This statement is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 and the definitions of these functions.
Thus we have proved that zA* = 33". 3. Existence of the coefficients a"". We shall prove the following theorem. Em"(0
where [m/2] is the largest integer which does not exceed m/2. These polynomials have the property that [2, p. 294]
Let us suppose temporarily that v> -1 and define
It follows from the known inequality [2, p. 49]
valid when /u=0, that a'^ia) exists when ft) is in <8" and (3.2) | aUa) | ^ {aln/2"+2nTiv + 2n + 1)} I í" | /(/) | (ft.
• there is an integer n such that J,+2n+iit)>0 when ai^t^a.
We can in fact [2, p. 485] let n be any integer for which v+2n+l >a. The integrability of t'ft) over the interval (ai, a) is now a consequence of the existence of a"». The limit (1.9) exists since ao» exists. To see that the limit (1.10) exists we use the identity %iv + 2)t~2J,it) = -rV^W + [4i"3(>' + 1)(f + 2) -r*]/m(0.
Since ao, and ai" exist we can infer the existence of the limit (1.10) from Lemma 2.2. Since ai" and a2, exist we can infer the existence of the limit (1.9) from Lemma 2.2. When v= -2 we use the identity 8r27_2(i) = -t-Voit) + (48r3 -t-^Joit).
Since a2r and a3, exist we can infer the existence of the limit (1.10) from Lemma 2.2.
In the rest of this section we shall derive some inequalities satisfied by bnr and c", when v> -1 which will be helpful in proving the main theorems. If we substitute the definition of R2n,v+iit) into the equation defining ô",(7V) and use the second mean value theorem we find that bv(N) = 2(i-+ 2w + 1)22 UUN) f " t-lfit)Jt+iit)dt, in which N<£k and UkniN) = i-l)kiN/2)2k-2"Tiv+2n-k+l)i2n-k)\/k\i2n-2k)Wiv+l + k).
Similarly, we find that Since zA* is obviously a subset of A*+2l, it is clear that 33,, is a subset of <Bv+2q. It then follows from our previous analysis that x~"~2îi,+2S, and hence also x_"5,+2g, is an entire function. Since the finite series in equation (4.8) obviously becomes an entire function after multiplication by x~", we conclude that x~".s,(x) is an entire function for any value of v. These remarks complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 with zA, replaced by 33". The analysis used to prove Theorem 1.1 may be extended slightly and used to prove the following lemma which asserts the possibility of interchanging the order of integration and summation in the definition of s"(x).
Lemma 4.2. If fit) is in 33, and x>0, then s.ix) = I t-xf(t)fa(x, t)dt, J 0 in which CO faix, t) = 22 2iv ■+■ 2n+ l)/,+2"+l(x)7"+2n+lW-n=0
Since the series t"l~"faix, t) converges uniformly in / on any finite interval, and since ffit) is integrable over any finite interval, it is sufficient to show that 00 CO (4.9) lim 22 I bnviN)Jr+2n+iix) 1=0, lim 22 I cn,iN)Jt+2n+iix) \ = 0. jy=co n=0 jv=co n_0
Since limjv^oo Af"(7V)=0 when fit) is in 33", the truth of the relations (4.9) when v> -1 is an immediate consequence of the fact that the series (4.3) and (4.6) are dominated respectively by the series (4.5) and (4.7). When v¿ -1 we merely apply the idea behind equation (4.8) to see that the relations (4.9) still hold.
For future reference we note as a consequence of the fact that the series 6. The proof that zA, is properly contained in zA*. It is obvious that zAv is a subset of zA"*. If cvf» were not a proper subset of zA*, the material of this paper would be merely an alternative and simpler derivation of the results obtained in [3] . We shall now show that the function fit) = pi2et cos (e2f)g(¿) lies in zA* but not in zAy provided that git)=t~* when O^igl and g(/) = l when t^l. It is obvious that /'/(/) is in 7(0, a) for any positive a. The existence of the integrals 
